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Trip Report

Key points:
o ONR Annual Program Review for Science of Autonomy, Program Manager Marc Steinberg

o Briefings of over fifty Principal Investigators of various ONR-sponsored research programs

o Presentation by NPS researchers, Prof. Isaac Kaminer (MAE) and CDR Jay Foraker (OR
PhD candidate) for funded project in optimal trajectory planning of multiple heterogeneous
assets in the presence of reactive swarm threats

o Useful discussions with academic and other Navy participants, including opportunities for
collaboration and partnering via CRUSER

Background:
The Science of Autonomy1 is a far-reaching ONR program to investigate theoretical and applied
foundations for autonomous systems. This (fourth?) annual program review brings together many
leading researchers in the areas of robotics, control systems, computer science, and other relevant
fields. The structure of the three day workshop allowed nearly twenty presentations each day on
current and planned efforts in funded research programs across the academic community. These
talks were broken into a number of categories representing general themes of research, including:

scalability robustness overarching frameworks sociality

Many of the researchers represent established programs with long histories of funding by Marc
Steinberg. Programs ranged from single Principal Investigator (PI) efforts to numerous MultiUni-
versity Research Initiatives (MURIs).

Discussion:
The active research represented in this program review seemed to generally revolve around three
general areas:

o bio-inspired models for autonomy, which examines the use of biological systems which
employ collective behaviors, such as bat colonies, fish schools, wolf packs, and highlight so-
phisticated design, such as insect sensorimotor flight control, bird perching, and neurological
or cognitive systems, to develop models for how engineered systems might be constructed.

– These projects involved extensive collaborations between roboticists and control theorists
and their biologist counterparts, which further demonstrated that traditional boundaries
separating the two disciplines have largely been mitigated by continued conversation and
collaboration. Courses involving controls for biologists or biology for roboticists have been
developed (e.g., U. Washington), as well as interdisciplinary departments and institutes
(e.g., Northwestern Institute for Complex System), and can possibly provide models for
bridging other relevant disciplines, including ethics, law, policy, etc.

1See attached website description on last page of this trip report
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o collective and cooperative robotics, which investigate how distributed teams of robots
can coordinate their trajectories, their sensing actions, their communication efforts, etc. in
order to accomplish tasks such as coverage, distributed manipulation, and multi-agent path
planning. Various methods in computer science, such as reinforcement learning and graph-
based algorithms, and control theory, such as nonlinear control and consensus filtering, were
highlighted. Other areas involving game theory, market-based algorithms, and decision theory
were also presented.

– Most of these works examined relatively small teams of robots (both in simulation and
experimentally) with greater autonomy or large (simulated) swarms of agents using sim-
pler rule-based interactions. An interest in larger experimental testbeds to validate some
of the theoretical swarm models and behaviors was recognized by these researchers, which
may be relevant to the NPS Many Vs. Many testbed currently under development. Sev-
eral researchers identified numerous research opportunities that such a unique testbed
could provide, and I intend to continue my discussions with them to obtain their inputs
and potential collaborative buy-in for the testbed’s development.

o human-robot interaction models, which emphasizes research in how to have hybrid human
and robot teams, whether in human supervisory roles, such as user interfaces for decision
support systems, or in models of teaming using reasoning, learning, and social science methods.
Numerous talks involved human factors engineers and cognitive scientists and their approaches
to human-robot interaction (HRI), as well as traditional roboticists and methods such as
natural language processing (e.g., verbal commands) and rule-based interactions.

– The strong emphasis on HRI with a human factors was particularly surprising to me,
and highlighted the imperative to consider human systems integration in the context of
robotic systems. In hindsight, notions of supervisory control and social robotics (i.e.,
study of how humans interact socially with robots) have been around for a while, though
the specific interest in having variable levels of autonomy for robotic systems seems to
have created a need for further study in HRI.

Action Items:
o Obtain and share Marc Steinberg’s list of “Tough Problems” for the Science of Autonomy

program

o Invite various academic and Navy lab researchers to NPS to engage with students and faculty,
as well as offer opportunities for collaborative research and field experimentation

o Introduce key researchers to various resources and programs at NPS, including the Human
Systems Integration (HSI) curriculum, modeling and simulation efforts (e.g., MOVES), marine
robotics (Oceanography, Physics, MAE), adversarial and deception models (OR), etc.

o Follow up with various Navy points of contact (e.g., SPAWAR, PEO U&W, NAVAIR)

Additional Meetings:

o Kevin Lynch, Co-Director of the Northwestern Institute for Complex Systems at Northwestern
University, which fosters broad cross-disciplinary research and education.

o Dave Scheidt, Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, PI for extensive un-
manned systems field experimentation in FY11 and FY12

o Azi Sharif, SSC-Pacific and ONR Deputy Program Manager for Innovative Naval Prototypes
(INP) program for Autonomous Aerial Cargo Utility Systems (AACUS)

o Olinda Rodas, SSC-Pacific human factors engineer
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o Ed Anderson, PEO U&W Director of Advanced Technologies Group

o Geoff Hollinger, USC Postdoctoral Scholar, for potential collaborative research in optimized
placement for underwater acoustic communications network nodes

Summary:
The workshop offered a good opportunity for researchers in related areas of autonomous systems to
share their research and outline future directions. Continued attendance and representation at this
workshop is recommended. A key observation is on the use of the extensive MURI funding model to
align research efforts across multiple universities, researchers, and disciplines. One recommendation
may be to consider similar models for CRUSER and other collaborative Navy programs to ad-
dress educational and research projects that emphasize such collaborations among NPS researchers,
Navy/DoD and academic institutions. There is also a distinct opportunity to better bridge the
gap between academically-oriented research and contexts of greater naval operational relevance, po-
tentially achievable with increased interactions with Navy researchers and operators. Additional
discussions with educators at various schools regarding their academic programs in robotics may
also offer models for improved alignment of educational programs at the Naval Postgraduate School,
as well as with USNA and NWC.

Respectfully submitted,
Timothy H. Chung
thchung@nps.edu
April 9, 2011

Taken from ONR Science of Autonomy description web site
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